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21 Abstract 
2 A series of ten rhenium tricarbonyl complexes (C1-C10), bearing halogen-substituted bidentate N,N-donor 
3 ligands with halogens or trifluoromethyl groups (X = –F, –Cl, –Br, and –CF3) in different positions on the 
4 aromatic rings were synthesized and characterized by FT-IR and 1H-NMR spectroscopy and their solid-state 
5 structures were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction. The resultant complexes Re(CO)3(N,N)X 
6 display an octahedral coordination geometry around the central Re atom, and in all the complexes the 
7 Re(CO)3 unit adopts a fac geometry. The metal-bound halogen atoms along with the halogen-substituted 
8 ligands were used to fine-tune the electron density of the halogen σ-hole on the coordinated halide that is 
9 involved in halogen-halogen and other intermolecular interactions. This series of compounds was used to 
10 explore the range of possible intermolecular interactions involving rhenium coordinated halides. These 
11 supramolecular interactions include: (i) halogen bonding through the metal-bound halogen with the carbon-
12 bound halogen (Re–X…X–C) (ii) halogen bonding through the carbon-bound halogen with another carbon-
13 bound halogen (C–X…X–C) (iii) dipolar interactions through carbonyl-carbonyl (CO…CO) (iv) C–H…X 
14 hydrogen bonding interactions (v) C–H…O hydrogen bonding interactions (vi) halogen (X)…heteroatom (N, 
15 O) interactions and (vii) metal-bond carbonyl lone pair with aromatic π-ring interaction, Re–CO(lone pair)…π 
16 (aromatic ring). In each case the molecular electrostatic potential and non-covalent interaction index were 
17 calculated. Crystal packing analyses using Hirshfeld surface calculation confirmed that metal-bound halogen 
18 is more effective than carbon-bound halogen in the formation of intermolecular interactions. Complexes C8 
19 and C10 featured interesting intramolecular Re–CO(lone pair)…π interactions, the presence of which were 
20 confirmed by molecular orbital and non-covalent interaction index (NCI) calculations.            
21
22
23
24
25
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31 Introduction
2 The assembly of molecular complexes in the solid-state to form supramolecular arrays is governed by a range 
3 of competing non-covalent interactions, and the structures of the resultant assemblies are based on the 
4 directionality, strength and specificity of the interactions involved.1-2 As such, the structural importance of 
5 non-covalent interactions has attracted extensive interest in the areas of crystal engineering,3 molecular 
6 recognition,4 protein folding,5 enzymatic reactions,5 supramolecular chemistry6 and crystal structure 
7 prediction7. The competition between different types of non-covalent interactions in the solid-state and 
8 knowledge of the strengths of such interactions is at the heart of crystal engineering. 8 The competition or 
9 cooperative behavior between hydrogen bonds and halogen bonds in solid-state has been studied in various 
10 systems. 9 Among the different non-H-bond mediated non-covalent interactions which have received 
11 extensive attention is halogen bonding. It is clearly defined as a non-covalent interaction between an electron 
12 deficient halogen atom and an electron donor halogen. 10-12 
13 Politzer et al. showed the existence of an electropositive crown so-called “σ-hole”-a zone of low electron 
14 density displaying a positive electrostatic potential of the halogen atom directed to the electron donor. 13-14 On 
15 the other hand, it has been shown that the halogen bonding is not merely electrostatic in nature but the 
16 contributing factors are a convolution of electrostatic, 14 polarization, 15 charge transfer 16 and dispersion 17, 18 
17 forces and the contribution of each of these factors are directly affected by the molecular components 
18 involved in the interactions. The extensive studies by Metrangolo, Resnati, and Brammer and coworkers have 
19 revolutionized the conception of halogen bonding and made it applicable in different areas of chemistry in 
20 which molecular recognition plays a central role. 19-23 
21 Most of the studies were based on the halogen interactions in organic systems but the seminal work by 
22 Brammer and co-workers systematically examined the potential of metal-bound halogens such as the 
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41 halometallate anion (M–X) with halocarbon (C–X) groups for halogen bonding. 24-26 From large numbers of 
2 crystallographic observations, it has been substantiated that the metal-bound halogens and halide anions are 
3 strongly nucleophilic compared to carbon-bound halogens which have only a very weakly nucleophilic 
4 character in hydrogen bonding interactions, establishing a hierarchy of hydrogen bond strengths as D–H…X‾ > 
5 D–H…X–M >> D–H…X–C (D = N, O, C). 20, 24 This can also be extended to halogen bonding interactions 
6 between M–X′ and C–X (M–X′…X–C in which X′ = X or X′ ≠ X) since a study was performed using metal-
7 organic tectons which bring coordination bonds into competition with directional intermolecular non-covalent 
8 interactions. 27 
9 Additionally, non-covalent interactions involving π-systems such as π(aromatic)…lp(lone pair), have been 
10 extensively studied in recent decades. Originally, the existence of such interaction was studied in biological 
11 systems and it has been shown that such interactions are of great importance in the structures of biological 
12 macromolecules. 28 To this effect, the lp…π interaction involving the carbonyl group is of considerable interest 
13 in metal carbonyl complexes recently and it has been found that some metal-carbonyl complexes feature 
14 interesting intra- and/or intermolecular  M–CO(lone pair)···π(arene) interactions. 29, 30 The π-systems 
15 involved are usually π-acidic aromatic rings with electron-withdrawing halo-, nitro- and cyano-functional 
16 groups or electron-deficient aromatic heterocycles. 31 
17 Another interesting intra- and intermolecular interaction is the n → π* interaction which has been extensively 
18 studied in biomolecules. Such an interaction was reported for the first time very recently by Echeveria 32 and 
19 Mooibroeck et al., 33 in transition metal complexes containing carbonyl ligands which surprisingly stabilize 
20 precise molecular conformations due to the overlap between donor and acceptor complexes.  The ground 
21 work of such interaction in organic carbonyl compounds was investigated by Bunzil and Dunitz in 1975. 34 
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51 Herein, we report the design, synthesis, characterization, structural chemistry and theoretical calculations of a 
2 series of new chloro- and bromo-rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes bearing halogen and/or trifluoromethyl 
3 substituted N,N-donor ligands. We chose the complexes containing the ubiquitous “Re(CO)3X” fragment 
4 because of the rich redox and luminescent properties that these complexes possess,35 and because of the 
5 diverse structural chemistry that they exhibit.36 The strategy behind this design was to facilitate the possibility 
6 of different intermolecular interactions between the ranges of functional groups in these complexes.
7
N N
+ Re(CO)5ClRe(CO)5Br
CH2Cl2/Toluene
Reflux
N N
Re
X
CO
COOC
B
C C
B
A
D
A
D
A
B
C D D C
B
A
L1: C=D=H, B=Cl, A=F; 32ClFen
L2: A=D=H, B=Cl, C=F; 34ClFen
L3: A=C=H, B=D=Cl; 35Clen
L4: B=D=H, A=F, C=Br, 42BrFen
L5: A=D=H, B=F, C=Cl, 43ClFen
L6: B=C=H, A=Cl, D=CF3, ClFen
C1: L1, X=Br; 32ClFenReBr
C2: L1, X=Cl; 32ClFenReCl
C3: L2, X=Br; 34ClFenReBr
C4: L2, X=Cl, 34ClFenReCl
C5: L3, X=Br, 35ClenReBr
C6: L3, X=Cl, 35ClenReCl
C7: L4, X=Cl, 42BrFenReCl
C8: L5, X=Cl, 43ClFenReCl
C9: L6, X=Br, ClFenReBr
C10: L6, X=Br, ClFenReBr'
8 Scheme 1. Synthesis pathway of C1-C10.
9 Experimental 
10 General 
11 All chemicals used were analytical reagent grade. All solvents purchased from Merck were reagent grade and 
12 purified by standard techniques where required. Commercially available Re(CO)5Cl and Re(CO)5Br were 
13 obtained from Aldrich and were used as received. The 1H-NMR spectra (Fig. S1-S8, Supp. Mater.), were 
14 recorded using BRUKER AVANCE 500 MHz spectrometer in CDCl3. FT-IR spectra (Fig. S9-S16) in the 
15 region of 4000-400 cm-1 were recorded in KBr pellets with a Shimadzu IR Prestige-21 FTIR 
16 spectrophotometer. The elemental analyses were performed using a LECO CHN instrument. The syntheses 
17 and crystal structures of the halogen-substituted bidentate N,N-ligands (Scheme 1) and the 32ClFenReBr 
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61 complex (abbreviated as C1), have been reported previously. 37-42 The preparation of all of the Re(I)-
2 tricarbonyl complexes has been achieved using literature methods. 43
3 Crystallisations
4 Crystals were obtained by vapour diffusion of n-hexane into the dichloromethane solution of the complexes 
5 under ambient conditions. 
6 32ClFenReCl (C2). To a 25 mL round-bottom flask containing 0.55 mmol (188 mg) of ligand L1, dissolved 
7 in 20 mL of degassed CH2Cl2 and toluene (1:2), was added an equimolar amount of Re(CO)5Cl (0.55 mmol, 
8 0.20 g). The mixture was heated at reflux for 3 h. The solution was concentrated to 5 mL and n-hexane was 
9 added to precipitate the complex quantitatively. Calc.: C, 35.28; H, 1.87; N, 4.33. Found: C, 35.31; H, 1.86; 
10 N, 4.35. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2021, 1917 and 1882 (CO); 1624 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.15-4.35 (m, 
11 CH2); 7.30-8.20 (m, aromatic H); 8.90 (s, iminic H).
12 34ClFenReBr (C3). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2, but using ligand L2 and 
13 Re(CO)5Br (0.55 mmol, 0.22 g). Calc.: C, 35.01; H, 1.75; N, 4.05. Found: C, 34.98; H, 1.77; N, 4.08. FTIR 
14 (KBr, cm-1): 2021, 1901 and 1886 (CO); 1627 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.00-4.10 (m, CH2); 4.30-4.40 
15 (m, CH2); 7.20-7.30 (m, aromatic H); 7.70-7.85 (m, aromatic H); 8.75 (s, iminic H).                                                                                          
16 34ClFenReCl (C4). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2 but using ligand L2. Calc.: 
17 C, 35.28; H, 1.87; N, 4.33. Found: C, 35.27; H, 1.88; N, 4.34. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2021 and 1890 (CO); 1635 
18 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.00-4.10 (m, CH2); 4.30-4.40 (m, CH2); 7.20-7.30 (m, aromatic H); 7.70-
19 7.85 (m, aromatic H); 8.75 (s, iminic H).
20 35ClenReBr (C5). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2, but using ligand L3 (0.55 
21 mmol, 0.20 g) and Re(CO)5Br (0.55 mmol, 0.22 g). Calc: C, 31.51; H, 1.67; N, 3.87. Found: C, 31.50; H, 
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71 1.68; N, 3.88. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2021 and 1898 (CO); 1627 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.00-4.15 (m, 
2 CH2); 4.35-4.45 (m, CH2); 7.40-7.50 (m, aromatic H); 7.70-7.80 (m, aromatic H); 8.75 (s, iminic H).  
3 35ClenReCl (C6). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2, but using ligand L3 (0.55 
4 mmol, 0.20 g) and Re(CO)5Cl (0.55 mmol, 0.20 g). Calc: C, 35.01; H, 1.75; N, 4.05. Found: C, 34.98; H, 
5 1.77; N, 4.08. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2021 and 1898 (CO); 1627 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 3.97-4.13 (m, 
6 CH2); 4.19-4.34 (m, CH2); 7.20-7.27 (m, aromatic H); 7.80-7.87 (m, aromatic H); 7.93-7.96 (m, aromatic H); 
7 8.77 (s, iminic H).  
8 42BrFenReCl (C7). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2, but using ligand L4 (0.55 
9 mmol, 0.24 g) and Re(CO)5Cl (0.55 mmol, 0.20 g). Calc: C, 31.02; H, 1.64; N, 3.81. Found: C, 31.01; H, 
10 1.63; N, 3.83. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2021, 1917 and 1886 (CO); 1635 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.10-4.25 
11 (m, CH2); 4.25-4.40 (m, CH2); 7.35-7.55 (m, aromatic H); 8.20-8.30 (m, aromatic H); 8.90 (s, iminic H).
12 43ClFenReCl (C8). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2 but using ligand L5 and 
13 Re(CO)5Cl (0.55 mmol, 0.20 g). Calc: C, 35.28; H, 1.87; N, 4.33. Found: C, 35.28; H, 1.86; N, 4.35. FTIR 
14 (KBr, cm-1): 2021, 1917 and 1882 (CO); 1624 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.10-4.20 (m, CH2); 4.30-4.40 
15 (m, CH2); 7.50-7.80 (m, aromatic H); 8.85 (s, iminic H). 
16 ClFenReBr (C9). This complex was synthesized by a procedure similar to C2, but using ligand L6 (0.55 
17 mmol, 0.24 g) and Re(CO)5Br (0.55 mmol, 0.22 g). Calc: C, 31.87; H, 1.53; N, 3.54. Found: C, 31.86; H, 
18 1.53; N, 3.56. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2025, 1913 and 1898 (CO); 1635 (C=N). 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δppm): 4.10-4.20 
19 (m, CH2); 4.55-4.60 (m, CH2); 7.50-7.70 (m, aromatic H); 8.25 (s, aromatic H); 8.85 (s, iminic H).
20 ClFenReBr′ (C10). This complex was a new polymorph of C9. Calc: C, 31.87; H, 1.53; N, 3.54. Found: C, 
21 31.86; H, 1.53; N, 3.56. FTIR (KBr, cm-1): 2025, 1913 and 1898 (CO); 1635 (C=N).                                                                                             
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81
2 X-ray crystallography 
3 Single crystals of C2 to C10 suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis, were grown by slow vapor diffusion of n-
4 hexane into dichloromethane solution of the complex. The ORTEP view of the complexes is shown in Fig. 1. 
5 Details of the crystal data collection and refinement parameters are summarized in Table S1-S9. X-ray 
6 intensity data were collected using the full sphere routine by φ and ω scans strategy on the Agilent SuperNova 
7 dual wavelength EoS S2 diffractometer with mirror monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Ǻ). For all 
8 data collections the crystals were cooled to 150(2) K using an Oxford Diffraction Cryojet low-temperature 
9 attachment. The data reduction, including an empirical absorption correction using spherical harmonics, 
10 implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm, 44 was performed using the CrysAlisPro software 
11 package. 45,46 The crystal structures were solved by direct methods using the online version of AutoChem 2.0 
12 in conjunction with OLEX2 suite of programs implemented in the CrysAlis software, 47 and then refined by 
13 full-matrix least-squares (SHELXL2014) on F2. 48 The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. All 
14 of the hydrogen atoms were positioned geometrically in idealized positions and refined with the riding model 
15 approximation, with Uiso(H) = 1.2 Ueq(C). For the molecular graphics the program SHELXTL was used. 49 All 
16 geometric calculations were carried out using the PLATON software. 50 
17 In complex C7, the rhenium atom shows positional disorder over two sites with refined site occupancy 
18 0.927(6)/ 0.073(6). In complex C10, there was a solvent accessible volume of 385 Å is equal to almost 167 
19 electrons which were not easy to model. The structure was squeezed and the contribution of these electrons in 
20 the unit cell was subtracted by back Fourier transform which was equal to almost two n-hexane molecules as 
21 solvent of recrystallization. CCDC 1871495-1871503 [C2 (1871495), C3 (1871497), C4 (1871498), C5 
22 (1871496), C6 (1871497), C7 (18714501, C8 (18714500), C9 (18714502), C10 (18714503)] contain the 
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91 supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The 
2 Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
3
4 Computational chemistry
5 All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian09 program 51 using the BP86-D3/def2-SV(P) level of 
6 theory. For the calculations we have used the BP86 functional with the latest available Grimme correction 
7 functions for dispersion (D3). We have used the crystallographic coordinates as initial approximation for the 
8 theoretical analysis of the non-covalent interactions observed in the solid-state. This method has previously 
9 been successfully used to evaluate similar interactions. 52-55 The interaction energies were computed by 
10 calculating the difference between the energies of isolated monomers and their assembly. The interaction 
11 energies were corrected for the Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) using the counterpoise method. 56 The 
12 Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) for each complex was also done by the Gaussian09 program with 
13 BP86-D3 function using def2-TZVP basis set (Fig. S17-S26). 57 The non-covalent interaction index (NCI) 58 
14 of the intramolecular interactions was obtained by direct Gaussian cube file to NCI routine via total electron 
15 density function calculated with BP86-D3 level of theory using def2-TZVP basis set. 
16 In order to better understand the nature of some of the intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding 
17 based on the electron density and its Laplacian at bond critical points, the ground-state electronic 
18 wavefunctions obtained from Gaussian09 using BP86 level of theory and def2-SVP basis set for all atoms 
19 were used for calculations on the topology of the theoretical electron density based on quantum theory of 
20 atoms in molecules (QTAIM), including both local and integral properties, with the aid of the program 
21 AIM2000 59. 
22 Hirshfeld surface analysis
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1 The quantitative analysis of the intermolecular interaction based on Hirshfeld surfaces calculations was 
2 studied. The Hirshfeld surfaces 60 such as dnorm and 2D fingerprint plots were generated using Crystal 
3 Explorer 3.1 and the crystallographically determined coordinates of the atoms in the structures. 61 To keep 
4 internal consistency when comparing structures, the bond lengths of hydrogen atoms were normalized to 
5 standard neutron values (C–H = 1.083 Ǻ, O–H = 0.983 Ǻ, N–H = 1.009 Ǻ). The normalized contact distance 
6 (dnorm) based on both de (the distance from a point on the surface to the nearest atom outside the surface) and 
7 di (the distance from a point on the surface to the nearest atom inside the surface) and van der Waals radii of 
8 the atom, given by equation 1, enables the identification of the regions of particular importance to 
9 intermolecular interactions. The value of dnorm is negative (red colour) or positive (blue colour) when 
10 intermolecular contacts are shorter or longer than the van der Waals separations of the designated atoms, 
11 respectively. 
12                     (1)𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =  𝑑𝑖 ―  𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑑𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑑𝑊 + 𝑑𝑖 ―  𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑑𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑑𝑊
13 A fingerprint plot is a 2D map that describes the nature and the type of intermolecular interactions 
14 quantitatively experienced by a molecule in the crystalline moiety in a convenient graphical format, which is 
15 unique for a given crystal structure. In addition, the similarities and dissimilarities between related crystal 
16 structures can be identified.
17 Results
18 Crystal structure description
19 General
20 The ORTEP view of the complexes is shown in Fig. 1. The crystal data and refinement parameters of C2-C10 
21 were summarized in Table 1. Selected bond lengths and angles are summarized in Table 2. The hydrogen 
22 bonding parameters of the complexes are summarized in Table 3. The crystal structure of all complexes 
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1 comprises a molecule of rhenium complex in which a bidentate N,N-donor ligand, three carbonyl groups, in a 
2 facial arrangement, and an axial chloro or bromo group make up the coordination sphere of the Re center 
3 which exhibits a distorted octahedral geometry. According to X-ray crystallographic data, compounds C2 and 
4 C3 are isomorphous (space group P-1), showing only slight changes of the unit cell dimensions (Table S1 & 
5 S2). Due to the importance of the intra- and intermolecular interactions in the crystal structure, the 
6 information of the crystal packing of each complex with all involved interactions and the packing index was 
7 discussed in detail. The packing index was calculated by PLATON. 50 In each structure, the bite angle, the 
8 angle formed by the coordination of the bidentate N,N-donor ligand to metal centre (N1–Re1–N2), was 
9 reported.
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1
2 Fig. 1. The ORTEP view and selected atom numbering scheme of C1-C10 with 40% ellipsoids probability.
3
4
5
6
7
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1 Table 1.  Crystal data and refinement parameters of C2-C10
Complex C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
Empirical 
formula
C19H12Cl3F2
N2O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2
N2O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2
N2O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2N2
O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2N2
O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2N2
O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2N2
O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2N2
O3Re
C19H12Cl3F2N2
O3Re
Colour Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow Pale-yellow
Crystal 
system
Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic Triclinic Monoclinic Triclinic Triclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P -1 P -1 P 21/c P -1 P 21/c P -1 P -1 P 21/c P 21/c
θmax (°) 27.5 27.5 27.5 29.3 27.5 27.5 29.2 26.0 30.8
a (Å) 7.1480(2) 7.3600(1) 15.4530(5) 7.1653(3) 7.1210(1) 7.3756(4) 7.3006(5) 7.2547(4) 9.6938(1)
b (Å) 9.2830(2) 9.2080(3) 7.0730(2) 10.1441(5) 33.7880(7) 8.8914(4) 11.5980(7) 26.9040(16) 12.9012(2)
c (Å) 17.0670(6) 16.5900(5) 23.5290(8) 16.1968(10) 9.4780(2) 16.9636(10) 12.6789(8) 12.6293(7) 22.2519(3)
α (°) 105.7160(9) 101.508(1) 90 86.971(4) 90 98.004(4) 104.105(5) 90 90
β (°) 98.767(1) 94.970(2) 126.1351(11) 82.270(4) 96.0240(8) 90.442(5) 97.855(5) 93.127(6) 91.119(1)
γ (°) 95.9490(14) 98.653(2) 90 71.257(4) 90 105.113(4) 96.998(5) 90 90
V (Å3) 1064.83(5) 1081.25(5) 2076.98(12) 1104.65(10) 2267.86(7) 1062.4(1) 1017.88(12) 2461.3(2) 2782.33(6)
Z 2 2 4 2 4 2 1 4 4
Dcalc (Mg/m3) 2.017 2.123 2.096 2.177 1.991 2.300 2.111 2.136 1.889
μ (mm−1) 6.123 7.754 6.278 7.817 5.971 9.647 6.405 6.850 6.060
F (000) 616 652 1232 684 1296 688 616 1496 1496
Index ranges -15 ≤ h ≤ 15
-17 ≤ k ≤ 19
-17 ≤ l ≤ 19
-9 ≤ h ≤ 9
-11 ≤ k ≤ 11
-21 ≤ l ≤ 21
-20 ≤ h ≤ 17
-9 ≤ k ≤ 8
-21 ≤ l ≤ 21
-8 ≤ h ≤ 9
-12 ≤ k ≤ 13
-21 ≤ l ≤ 22
-8 ≤ h ≤ 9
-43 ≤ k ≤ 27
-12 ≤ l ≤ 12
-8 ≤ h ≤ 9
-43 ≤ k ≤ 27
-12 ≤ l ≤ 12
-9 ≤ h ≤ 10
-15 ≤ k ≤ 15
-17 ≤ l ≤ 17
-8 ≤ h ≤ 8
-33 ≤ k ≤ 33
-15 ≤ l ≤ 15
-13 ≤ h ≤ 13
-18 ≤ k ≤ 18
-32 ≤ l ≤ 29
No. of 
measured 
reflns.
15268 15821 9932 9299 13899 15534 8612 21636 36476
No. of 
independent 
reflns./Rint
4817 4940 4688 5040 5136 4862 4683 4820 8709
No. of 
parameters
271 271 271 271 271 281 271 325 325
GOF 1.064 1.279 1.030 1.031 1.035 1.023 1.019 1.098 1.061
R1 (observed 
data)
0.0382 0.0272 0.0435 0.0353 0.0339 0.0527 0.0321 0.0331 0.0381
wR2 (all 
data)
0.0456 0.0339 0.0671 0.0410 0.0642 0.0727 0.0361 0.0442 0.0627
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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1 Table 2. Selected bond lengths and angles (Ǻ, °) of C2-C10
Complex C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
Re1–N1 2.190(4) 2.209(4) 2.200(5) 2.185(44) 2.214(3) 2.194(8) 2.205(3) 2.195(4) 2.197(4)
Re1–N2 2.204(4) 2.216(4) 2.227(6) 2.203(4) 2.209(4) 2.193(8) 2.214(3) 2.208(4) 2.196(4)
C17–O1 1.152(7) 1.156(6) 1.159(9) 1.150(6) 1.163(5) 1.149(12) 1.145(5) 1.149(5) 1.156(6)
C18–O2 1.136(7) 1.160(6) 1.154(7) 1.146(6) 1.155(5) 1.156(14) 1.150(5) 1.151(6) 1.155(6)
C19–O3 1.133(7) 1.142(7) 1.144(8) 1.107(6) 1.151(6) 1.048(17) 1.138(6) 1.126(6) 1.139(6)
Re1–Br1 – 2.6251(5) – 2.6196(6) – – – 2.628(1) 2.628 (1)
Re1–Cl1 2.483(1) – 2.480(2) – 2.489(1) 2.485(3) 2.476(1) – –
N1–Re1–N2 77.76(16) 77.62(15) 78.4(2) 77.64(14) 77.04(13) 77.7(3) 77.32(12) 77.10(14) 77.19(14)
C17–Re1–C18 84.4(2) 83.6(2) 85.7(3) 85.2(2) 85.61(19) 84.5(4) 84.30(17) 85.35(19) 85.5(2)
N1–Re1–C18 176.1(2) 98.15(18) 176.6(2) 176.69(18) 174.90(17) 174.1(4) 176.53(14) 175.04(17) 99.06(17)
N2–Re1–C17 176.3(2) 100.58(18) 174.3(2) 172.32(19) 174.67(18) 176.6(4) 176.10(14) 174.95(17) 98.52(18)
2
3 Table 3. Hydrogen bonding interactions parameters in complexes C1-C10
Complex DH···A H···A (Å) D···A (Å) DH···A ()
C1 C2–H2…Br1 2.78 3.691(7) 161
C7–H7…Br1i 2.91 3.846(7) 170
C8–H8B…O2i 2.47   3.263(10) 137
C2 C12–H12A…Cl1 2.62 3.520(6) 163
C10–H10A…Cl1i 2.71 3.627(6) 169
C7–H7A…O2ii 2.33 3.245(7) 168
C3 C2–H2…Br1 2.86 3.764(5) 164
C7–H7…Br1i 2.82 3.748(5) 177
C10–H10…O1ii 2.34 3.269(7) 173
C15–H15…O3iii 2.56 3.192(8) 125
C4 C2–H2A…Cl1 2.62 3.491(9) 156
C7–H7A…Cl1ii 2.61 3.519(7) 165
C5 C6–H6…O3iii 2.50 3.353(6) 152
C7–H7…O3iv 2.60 3.240(6) 127
C8–H8A…Br1v 2.93 3.780(5) 147
C8–H8A…O1vi 2.53 3.318(6) 138
C14–H14…Cl2 2.83 3.744(5) 169
C6 C2–H2A…Cl1 2.64 3.531(5) 161
C7–H7A…Cl1vi 2.71 3.639(4) 175
C8–H8B…O2vi 2.52 3.369(6) 168
C10–H10A…O1vii 2.45 3.369(6) 168
C14–H14A…O3viii 2.42 3.259(7) 150
C7 C5–H5…O3iv 2.55  3.255(16) 132
C8–H8B…O2ii 2.41  3.122(12) 130
C9–H9A…O1i 2.54  3.222(12) 128
C8 C12–H12…Cl1 2.57    3.461(5) 159
C5–H5…O2ix 2.57 3.290(6) 135
C6–H6…O3x 2.60 3.376(6) 142
C7–H7…F1i 2.37 3.291(5) 173
C10–H10…F2i 2.54 3.402(5) 154
C16–H16…F2i 2.55 3.384(5) 149
C9 C7–H7…F1vi 2.46 3.171(6) 134
C9–H9B…F2xi 2.42 3.195(6) 136
C15–H15…Br1xii 2.88 3.696(5) 148
C10 C4–H4…O3xiii 2.54 3.224(10) 129
4 *Symmetry codes: (i) -1 + x, y, z  (ii) x, 1 + y, z (iii) 1 - x, 1 - y, 1 - z (iv) -x, 1 - y, 1 – z (v) 1 - x, -y, 1 - z
5 (vi) 1 + x, y, z (vii) x, y, -1 + z (viii) -1 + x, 1/2 - y, -1/2 + z (ix) 1 - x, 1 - y, 2 – z (x) -x,1 - y, 2 – z
6 (xi) 2 - x, 1 - y,-z (xii) x, 3/2 - y, 1/2 + z (xiii) -x, 1/2 + y, 1/2 - z
7
8
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1 32ClFenReCl (C2)
2 In the molecular structure of C2 the bite angle of the N,N-donor ligand is 77.77(17)°. One of the substituted 
3 arene rings (C11–C16), is significantly rotated comparing to the other arene ring due to the intramolecular 
4 C12–H12A…Cl1 hydrogen bonding, making a S(7) ring. The crystal packing shows intermolecular π…π 
5 interactions with centroid to centroid distances of 3.644(3) to 3.966(4) Ǻ. The crystal packing shows 
6 intermolecular C7–H7A…O2 and C10–H10A…Cl1 hydrogen bonding in which the Cl1 atom is a bifurcated 
7 acceptor. 
8
9 Fig. 2. The crystal packing of C2 viewed almost down the c-axis showing one-dimensional chains of 
10 molecules running along the b-axis and further consolidated by the intermolecular interactions into a sheet 
11 parallel to ab-plane. The H-atoms not involved in the interactions omitted for clarity.
12
13 The intermolecular C7–H7A…O2 hydrogen bond connects the neighboring molecules into one-dimensional 
14 infinite chain along the b-axis. Alternatively, the chains are further consolidated by the intermolecular C10–
15 H10A…Cl1 hydrogen bond, Cl1…Cl3 halogen bonding, O2…Cl2 and Cl2…C7 short contacts, forming a two-
16 dimensional sheet running parallel to ab-plane (Fig. 2). The Cl1…Cl3 halogen bonding interaction is 
17 attractive. The packing index of C2 is 68.2%. 
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1 34ClFReBr (C3)
2 One of the substituted arene rings (C1–C6) in C3, is significantly rotated comparing to the other due to the 
3 intramolecular C2–H2…Br1 hydrogen bonding, making a S(7) ring. The intermolecular C7–H7…Br1 and C15–
4 H15…O3 supported by antiparallel dipolar CO…CO interactions linked molecules into a column parallel to ac-
5 plane which are further connected by C10–H10…O1 interactions along the b-axis, forming a three-
6 dimensional network (Fig. 3). The interesting feature of the crystal structure is the individual dimer formation 
7 by the intermolecular Cl2…F2 interactions which are more connected by the intermolecular Cl1…C7 and 
8 C2…C2 short contacts (Fig. S27). The packing index of C3 is 67.9%.
9
10 Fig. 3. Part of the crystal packing of C3 viewed down the b-axis, showing the connection of neighboring 
11 molecules through C–H…O, C–H…Cl and antiparallel CO…CO interactions. 
12 34ClFReCl (C4) 
13 The bite angle of the ligand is 78.4(2) °. One of the substituted arene rings (C11–C16), is significantly rotated 
14 comparing to the other arene ring due to the intramolecular C2–H2A…Cl1 hydrogen bonding, making a S(7) 
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1 ring. The intermolecular C7–H7A…Cl1 hydrogen bonding linked neighboring molecules into one-dimensional 
2 extended chain along the b-axis which was supported by the weak intermolecular O2…C7 short contacts (Fig. 
3 4). 
4
5 Fig. 4. Part of the crystal packing of C4 viewed down the c-axis, showing one-dimensional extended chain 
6 along the b-axis through intermolecular C–H…Cl and C…O interactions. 
7 Pairs of weak intermolecular C15–H15A…O1 forming a head-to-tail individual dimers which are further 
8 connected to each other through the intermolecular C10–H10A…F1 interactions (Fig. S28). The crystal 
9 packing also shows Cl2…Cl2 interactions which are shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radius of Cl 
10 [1.75 Ǻ] atoms. The packing index of C4 is 69.9%. 
11 35ClenReBr (C5) 
12 The bite angle of the ligand is 77.63(16)°. The orientation of the halogen-substituted arene ring is different to 
13 that in the other complexes with a torsion angle of almost 10°. The intermolecular C4–H4…Cl3 and C14–
14 H14…Cl2 interactions link neighboring head-to-tail arranged molecules into a one-dimensional extended chain 
15 along the c-axis which are interconnected further by the weak intermolecular Cl1…Cl3 halogen bond and C2–
16 H2…Br1 to form a sheet (Fig. 5). Pair of intermolecular C7–H7…O3 and C6–H6…O1 hydrogen bonds form a 
17 centrosymmetric dimer, linking molecules into an infinite chain along the a-axis (Fig. S29). The packing 
18 index of C5 is 69.9%. 
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1
2
3 Fig. 5. Part of the crystal packing of C5, viewed down the b-axis, showing parallel chain formation through 
4 the intermolecular C–H…Cl interactions which are by Cl…Cl short contacts. 
5 35ClenReCl (C6) 
6 The bite angle of the ligand is 77.04(13)°. The intramolecular C2–H2A…Cl1 interaction makes a S(7) ring. 
7 The intermolecular C7–H7A…Cl1 and C8–H8B…O2 interactions link neighboring molecules into one-
8 dimensional extended chains along the a-axis. The chains are further connected by the intermolecular C14–
9 H14A…O3 and C10–H10A…O1 interactions along b and c-axis, respectively, forming a three-dimensional 
10 network. The interesting feature of the crystal packing is the intermolecular Cl1…Cl3 [3.425(2) Ǻ] halogen 
11 bonding supported by the intermolecular Cl2…C7 interactions (Fig. 6). The packing index of C6 is 67.3%. 
12
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1 Fig. 6. Part of the crystal packing of C6, showing connection of molecules into a parallel chain through the 
2 intermolecular C…Cl and Cl…Cl interactions. 
3 42BrFReCl (C7)
4 The bite angle of the ligand is 77.7(3)°. Pair of intermolecular C5–H5…O3 interactions makes a head-to-tail 
5 centrosymmetric dimer. The intermolecular C8–H8B…O2 and C9–H9A…O1 connect the neighboring 
6 molecules into one-dimensional extended chains along the b- and a-axis, respectively, which are supported 
7 further by the intermolecular CO(π)…Br and C…Br interactions. The interesting feature of the crystal packing 
8 is the weak intermolecular C15–H15…Cl1 interaction and F1…F2 halogen bonding which link neighboring 
9 molecules into an extended chain in the [110] direction, furthermore the chains are interconnected head-to-tail 
10 through the intermolecular centrosymmetric Cl1…Br2 halogen bonding (Fig. 7). The packing index of C7 is 
11 66.5%. 
12
13 Fig. 7. Part of the crystal packing of C7, showing interconnected chains of neighboring molecules through the 
14 intermolecular Cl…Br halogen bond along [110] direction. 
15 43ClFReCl (C8)
16 The bite angle of the ligand is 77.32(13)°. The intramolecular C12–H2…Cl1 interaction makes a S(7) ring. The 
17 intermolecular C7–H7…F1 and C16–H16…F1 interactions, link neighboring molecules into a one-dimensional 
18 extended chain along the a-axis. The running head-to-tail chains are further interconnected through the 
19 intermolecular centrosymmetric C5–H5…O2 and C6–H6…O3 hydrogen bonds further supported by the 
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1 intermolecular Cl2…O2 and Cl3…C10 short contacts, forming a three-dimensional network (Fig. S30). The 
2 interesting feature of the structure is the intramolecular Re–CO…π(arene) interactions which has been 
3 explained in the theoretical section based on the molecular orbital calculations. Another interesting feature of 
4 the crystal structure is the intermolecular Cl3…O2 contact and Cl2…Cl2 halogen bond which connects 
5 neighboring molecule into a one-dimensional herringbone pattern (Fig. 8). The packing index of C8 is 71.2%.
6
7 Fig. 8. Part of the crystal packing of C8, showing one-dimensional herringbone extended chain of molecules 
8 through the intermolecular Cl…O and Cl…Cl contacts. 
9 ClFReBr (C9) 
10 The bite angle of the ligand is 77.09(14)°. The intermolecular C15–H15…Br1 interaction connects 
11 neighboring molecules into a one-dimensional head-to-tail zig-zag extended chain along the c-axis (Fig. 9). 
12 The intermolecular C7–H7…F1 interaction link neighboring molecules into a one-dimensional extended chain 
13 along the a-axis and further the parallel chains are connected together through the intermolecular C9–
14 H9B…F2 interaction (Fig. S31). 
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1
2 Fig. 9. Part of the packing of C9, showing zig-zag connection of molecules into one-dimensional extended 
3 chain along the c-axis through C–H…Br interaction. 
4 The intermolecular C4–H4…F6 contact, links neighboring molecule into a one-dimensional herringbone-type 
5 extended chain along the b-axis (Fig. 10). The interesting feature of the crystal packing is the intermolecular 
6 Cl…Cl interaction which is significantly shorter, [3.196(2) Ǻ], than the sum of the van der Waals radius of Cl 
7 atoms [3.50 Ǻ]. The packing index of C9 is 68.0%.
8
9 Fig. 10. Part of the crystal packing of C9, showing one-dimensional herringbone-type extended chain along 
10 the b-axis through the intermolecular C4–H4…F6 contact. 
11 ClFReBr′ (C10)
12 The bite angle of the ligand is 77.1(2)°. The intermolecular C4–H4…O3 interaction connects neighboring 
13 molecules into a one-dimensional head-to-tail extended chain along the b-axis which is supported by the very 
14 short Cl1…O2 contact (Fig. 11). An interesting feature of the crystal packing is the intermolecular C–F…π 
15 interaction which was further supported by the weak intermolecular C…H and O…H contacts (Fig. S32). 
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1 Additionally, the structure is uniquely supported by the intramolecular Re–CO…π(arene) interactions which 
2 are discussed in the theoretical section based on the molecular orbital calculations. The packing index of C10 
3 is 68.0%. 
4
5 Fig. 11. One-dimensional extended chain of C10 along the b-axis through intermolecular C–H…O and Cl…O 
6 interactions.
7 Complexation energy, AIM and NCIPLOT data
8 To obtain a better understanding of the contribution of intermolecular interactions toward the crystal packing, 
9 it is important to obtain quantitative insights into the nature and energy of these interactions. We have focused 
10 on the theoretical calculation of the interesting supramolecular assemblies observed in the solid-state of all the 
11 structures described above on the basis of the dimers formed by the desired intermolecular interactions. The 
12 complexation energies of the important crystallographic fragments based on their related intermolecular 
13 interactions are summarized in Table 4; as a caveat, the energies quoted should not be treated as absolute but 
14 do put the interactions on a relative scale and provide “ball park” values for the energies.  Some of the 
15 important crystallographic dimers formed by their related intermolecular interactions are shown in Fig. 12. As 
16 it is clear from Table 4, the dimers formed by the cooperative interactions and metal-bound halogen (e.g. 
17 dimer1 in C1; dimer4 in C2; dimer4 in C3; dimer2 in C4; dimer6 in C5; dimer3 in C6; dimer4 in C8 and 
18 dimer3 in C10) the interaction energies are significant and negative, confirming their strong binding motifs in 
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1 the solid-state structures. In case of C9 and C10, the contribution of the trifluoromethyl group involved in the 
2 H…F interactions is also significant. 
3 Table 4. The interaction energies of the selected dimers.
Complex Dimers (Intermolecular Interactions) BP86-D3/def2-SV(P)
Energy (kcal/mol) 
C1 dimer1: H4…Br1, H6…O3, O2…F1
dimer2: C12…F2
-14.66 
-19.58
C2
dimer1: Cl1…Cl3, Cl2…O2 
dimer2: CO…CO
dimer3: H7A…O2
dimer4: H10A…Cl1
-3.30
-5.03
-6.55
-15.61
C3
dimer1: H15…O3, H16…O3, CO…CO
dimer2: F2…Cl2
dimer3: H10…O1
dimer4: H7…Br1, H8B…O2, C10…Cl2
-6.17
0.05
-7.28
-16.53
C4
dimer1: Cl2…Cl2 
dimer2: H7A…Cl1, O2…C7, H8B…π
dimer3: F2…Cg
dimer4: H15A…O1
-0.10
-18.98
-2.66
-1.78
C5
dimer1: Cl1…Cl3
dimer2: H14…Cl2
dimer3: H7…O3
dimer4: H5…O3
dimer5: H8B…O1
dimer6: H8A…Br1
-8.27
-3.05
-20.78
-12.31
-13.91
-29.66
C6
dimer1: Cl1…Cl3
dimer2: C7…Cl2
dimer3: H7A…Cl1, H8B…O2, C10…Cl4
dimer4: H14…O3
-4.60
-16.61
-16.45
-1.82
C7 dimer1: Br1…O3
dimer2: H5…O3
dimer3: H8B…O2
dimer4: H9A…O1
dimer5: Cl1…Br2
dimer6: F1…F2
dimer7: Br2…Cg
-7.21
-4.68
-6.61
-13.77
-10.98
-4.61
-10.24
C8 dimer1: Cg2…Cl2
dimer2: Cl2…Cl2
dimer3: Cl2…O2
dimer4: Cl1…C10
dimer5: H5…O2
dimer6: H6…O3
dimer7: H10…F2,  H16…F2 & H7…F1
dimer8: H15…O2
-9.82
0.05
-1.47
-26.11
-7.71
-8.00
-15.56
-16.32
C9 dimer1: Cl1…Cl1
dimer2: H4…F6
dimer3: H7…F1
dimer4: H9B…F2
dimer5: H15…Br1
-0.17
-2.86
-15.35
-13.15
-9.72
C10 dimer1: Cl2…O2 -7.41
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dimer2: F5…C7
dimer3: H8A…O1, H8B…Br1, F3…C11 & C18…H9A
dimer4: Cl1…O2 & H4…O3
-4.28
-18.13
-3.10
1
2
3 Fig. 12. Some of the crystallographic dimers used for intermolecular interactions energy calculation.
4 In all halogen-halogen interactions with the more linear type I contacts (dimer1 in C2, dimer2 in C3, dimer1 
5 in C4, dimer1 in C6, dimer6 in C7, dimer2 in C8 and dimer2 in C9), in which regions with a partial positive 
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1 charge on both halogens are in close proximity, the complexation energy is negligible and the interaction is 
2 not electrostatically favored. In type II contacts involving an approach of the region with a partial negative 
3 charge on one halogen atom to the region of partial positive charge on another, the interaction energy are 
4 significant (Table 4). The theoretical models of the important binding motifs in each complex are shown in 
5 Fig. S33a-j. On the other hand, there are some non-classic hydrogen bonds in C2, C5 and C9 and also a 
6 halogen bonding in C8 which contribute significantly to the interaction energies. To pursue the nature of such 
7 interaction we used AIM calculations. The values of electron density, ρb, Laplacian of electron density, b, ∇2𝜌
8 at the bond critical point (BCP) are the parameters that are usually used to characterize the nature of a 
9 chemical bond. These values for the BCP of the aforementioned hydrogen bonding and halogen bonding of 
10 the related dimers have been listed in Table 5. We have also calculated these dimers using other level of 
11 theory such as B97D3/def2SVP and MP2/def2-TZVP and the interaction energy is in the same range, giving 
12 reliability to the level of theory used. To better show the role of the metal-bound halogen in the intermolecular 
13 interactions in some of these complexes, the molecular electrostatic potential of C4, C6, C8 and C10 are 
14 shown in Fig. 13. It is clear that there is significant negative electrostatic charge at metal-bound halogen 
15 position comparing to the carbon-bound halogen with more electrophilic character.  
16
17
18 Table 5. QTAIM parameters (in a.u.) at the BCP of the intermolecular interactions.
Interaction ρb b∇2𝜌
Cl1…H10A (dimer4 in C2) 0.011 0.030
Br1…H8A (dimer6 in C5) 0.010 0.024
Cl1…C10 (dimer4 in C8) 0.008 0.032
F1…H7 (dimer3 in C9) 0.008 0.036
19
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1
2 Fig. 13. The maps of electrostatic potential of C4, C6, C8 and C10 (isovalue at -0.045 (red) and 0.045 (blue)].
3
4 Another interesting feature of the crystal structure of these complexes is the presence of the intramolecular 
5 Re–CO(lone pair)…π(arene) interactions. In spite of their inherent weak nature, it has been shown that M–
6 CO(lone pair)…π(arene) interactions are relevant in some transition metal carbonyl complexes which provide 
7 a measure of stability in their crystal structure. 28-30 Besides the possibility of the different type of the 
8 intermolecular interactions in these complexes, we have tuned the electronic nature of the arene rings in the 
9 starting aldehydes by substituting different halogens at different positions. The shortest intramolecular Re–
10 CO(lone pair)…π(arene) interactions were found in C8 and C10. In case of other complexes, the orientation of 
11 the substituted arene rings was affected by the other intermolecular interactions in the crystal packing so that 
12 there is not suitable short Re–CO…π contacts. In fact, the X-ray crystal structures of complexes C1-C10 show 
13 the Re–CO…π contacts from 3.059 to 3.586 Ǻ. As in the previously studied systems, 30 the shortest 
14 intramolecular Re–CO…π distance was found in C8 with fluoro and chloro substituents and in C10 with 
15 trifluoromethyl substituents which enhance the π-acidity of the aromatic rings. The crystallographic results 
16 were also rationalized by examining NCIPLOT graphical data and also from DFT calculations using 
17 molecular orbitals analyses (Fig. 14). 
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1
2 Fig. 14. The C≡O(lone-pair)…π interactions (top, a-b), NCIPLOT (middle, c-d) and the molecular orbitals 
3 (bottom, e-g) of C8 and C10, respectively. The arrows in e, f, and g show the contribution of the lone pair of 
4 the oxygen atom. 
5 Fig. 14 c and d show a detailed non-covalent interactions map using reduced density gradient iso-surface 
6 (NCI-RDG) with the color scale chosen to be, –0.03<ρ*sign(λ2)<0.03 a.u., for the short intramolecular CO…π 
7 interactions in C8 and C10. The iso-surface plot clearly shows the presence of the weak intramolecular 
8 interactions. In order to confirm this behavior we have carried out a theoretical calculation using Gaussian09 
9 program with BP86-D3 function and def2-TZVP basis set. In particular, we have calculated all molecular 
10 orbitals of complexes C8 and C10 in order to clarify the differences based on the molecular orbital 
11 interactions to explain their short CO…π interactions. Interestingly, in some of the calculated molecular 
12 orbitals of the substituted arene ring we have found small but noteworthy contributions from the atomic 
13 orbitals of the interacting CO. This confirms that the π-antibonding orbitals (H–3 in C8 and H–4 in C10) and 
14 π-bonding orbital (H – 3 in C10) have atomic contributions from the CO co-ligand (Fig. 14 e-g). Therefore, it 
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1 can be concluded that there are lone-pair…π interactions in complexes C8 and C10. We have also investigated 
2 these intramolecular interactions by AIM through bond path between the carbonyl groups of complexes C8 
3 and C10 with the related arene rings. In both cases, there are bond paths with the related BCP between the 
4 carbon atom of the carbonyl groups and carbon atom of the arene rings with ρb = 0.01 a.u. and b = 0.032 ∇2𝜌
5 a.u. in C8 and C10 (Fig. S34), confirming the closed shell interactions but because of the long distance of the 
6 oxygen atom of the carbonyl group from the carbon atom of the arene ring, AIM does not show bond path 
7 between them although the presence of these weak interactions were confirmed by NCI index and molecular 
8 orbital calculations. In case of molecular orbital calculations we also found the contribution of the atomic 
9 orbitals of the fragments in these complexes by dividing each complex to six fragments, namely, the metal 
10 centre (Re), the axial X group (–Cl in C8 and –Br in C10), the axial CO group, the equatorial CO groups, and 
11 the diimine ligand (Table 6). In C8, it can be seen from Table 6 that the fragment orbital of COeq2 (p orbital of 
12 oxygen) and the ligand (π* orbital) have 1.3 and 94.2 percentage in H – 3 and they can interact to each other 
13 (Fig. 14e). In C10, the fragment orbital of COeq1 (p orbital of oxygen) contributed 2.9% in H – 3 and interact 
14 with the right hand side arene ring. Of the 40.3% of the ligand in H – 3, only 26% is located on right hand side 
15 arene ring,7% on the left one and the rest on ethylenediimine segment. On the other hand, in H – 4, the 
16 fragment orbital of COeq2 (p orbital of oxygen) contributed 0.7% to the intraction with left hand side arene 
17 ring (Fig. 14g) with 88.4% contribution of the diimine kigand of which almost 86% is donated by the arene 
18 ring and the rest is only located on the ethylenediimine segment.  
19 Table 6. BP86-D3/def2TZVP calculated percentage composition of selected molecular orbitals of C8 and C10 based on 
20 their fragment orbitals
Complex Re1 X COax COeq1 COeq2 Ligand
C8 X = Cl
H – 3 2 1.9 0.1 0.4 1.3 94.2
C10 X = Br
H – 3 14.4 33.8 2.4 2.9 1.2 40.3
H – 4 3.3 6.4 0.9 0.3 0.7 88.4
21                 ax = axial, eq1 = right hand side equatorial to X, eq2 = left hand side equatorial to X, Ligand = NN-ligand
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1
2 Furthermore, we also studied the nature and relative strength of the halogen-bonding interactions in all 
3 complexes using a reduced density gradient iso-surface (NCI-RDG) with respect to ρ*sign (λ2) by color scale. 
4 The intermolecular interaction iso-surfaces generated by NCIPLOT for s = 0.3 and –0.03<ρ*sign(λ2)<+0.03 
5 [colour scale: attractive (blue) → repulsive (red)] and the corresponding plots of ρ*sign (λ2) vs. reduced 
6 density gradient highlighting the halogen bonding were shown in the supplementary materials (Fig. S35a-o). 
7
8 Hirshfeld surface studies
9 In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the intermolecular interactions in the molecular packing of the 
10 complexes, an analysis of their Hirshfeld surfaces was conducted. The Hirshfeld contact surfaces as dnorm for 
11 complexes C1-C10 and their 2D fingerprint plots are shown in Fig. S36 & 37, respectively. The information 
12 presented in Table 3 is shown pictorially in the Hirshfeld surface plots (Fig. S36) to aid the analysis of the 
13 intermolecular interactions. According to the Hirshfeld surface analysis, the intermolecular H…H contacts, i.e. 
14 dispersive interactions, contribute 13% of the total number of contacts in the crystal packing of C1. The 
15 shortest H…H contact appears as broad spikes at de + di ≈ 2.2 Ǻ in the fingerprint plot. The Cl…H contact 
16 makes a 21% contribution in the fingerprint plot but the shortest contact between Cl and H is longer than their 
17 sum of the van der Waals radii, therefore, it is not the main intermolecular short contact in the crystal packing 
18 of C1. The structure of C1 is dominated by Br…H (9.3%) and O…H (8%) contacts. The Br…H contact in the 
19 fingerprint plot is shown as wings having sharp spikes with the shortest de + di ≈ 2.8 Ǻ. The shortest O…H 
20 contacts are appeared in the fingerprint plot as characteristic sharp spikes at de + di ≈ 2.4 Ǻ. In a similar 
21 manner to C1, the main contribution to the intermolecular interactions of C2 in the fingerprint plot arises from 
22 O…H contact and metal-bound halogen (Cl) with 24.3 and 21.3% in the crystal packing. Both contacts feature 
23 characteristic sharp spikes at de + di ≈ 2.2 Ǻ. The intermolecular H…H contacts contribute almost 12% of the 
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1 total number of contacts in the crystal packing. Further inspection of other intermolecular contacts in the 
2 structure of C2 revealed a portion of C…C, C…O, Cl…O and C…Cl contacts with less than 5% contribution. By 
3 introducing Cl and F in 3 and 4 positions of the arene rings of C4, again H…O and H…Br are dominant 
4 interactions in the crystal packing as it is shown in the fingerprint plot with 21.1 and 7.1% of the total number 
5 of contacts, respectively. They are appeared as sharp spikes at de + di ≈ 2.2 Ǻ for H…O and 2.75 Ǻ for H…Br. 
6 The fingerprint plot of C3 features a weak Cl…F interaction as sharp spikes at de + di ≈ 3.0 Ǻ but with 
7 negligible contribution (4.3%) of the total number of contacts. In the fingerprint plot of C4 characteristic 
8 sharp spikes at de + di ≈ 2.5 Ǻ, arise from the interaction of the metal coordinated chloride with hydrogen 
9 (H…Cl), having 24.5% of the total number of contacts in the crystal packing. The main contribution in the 
10 fingerprint plot of C5 arises from H…O, H…Br and H…Cl interactions with overall 18.4, 9.6 and 19.5% 
11 contribution to the surface in the crystal packing. They appear as sharp spikes at de + di ≈ 2.4 Ǻ for H…O, ≈ 
12 2.80 Ǻ for H…Br and at ≈ 2.70 Ǻ for H…Cl. In the crystal packing of C5 the metal-coordinated halogen (Br) 
13 and substituted Cl2 atoms contribute to H…Br and H…Cl interactions. The fingerprint plot of C6 corresponds 
14 to H…Cl and H…O contacts with a pair of superimposed sharp spikes with an overall 28% and 19% 
15 contribution to the surface, respectively. The spikes related to H…Cl and H…O is located at de + di ≈ 2.6 Ǻ and 
16 2.31 Ǻ, respectively. The weak Cl…Cl contact less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of Cl was 
17 contributed to the Hirshfeld surface (7%) of C6 at   de + di ≈ 3.4 Ǻ. In these three pairs (C1-C6) it can be seen 
18 that by changing the metal-coordinated halogen the fingerprint plot change significantly. The most significant 
19 intermolecular interaction in the crystal packing of C7 is non-classic C–H…O interactions which are appeared 
20 by superimposed sharp spikes with an overall 17.6% contribution to the surface at de + di ≈ 2.4 Ǻ. The 
21 fingerprint plot of C8 is favored by the intermolecular H…Cl, H…O and H…F contacts with an overall 21%, 
22 18% and 14% contribution to the surface. The H…Cl and H…O interactions in the fingerprint plot appeared as 
23 wing at de + di ≈ 2.9 Ǻ and 2.6 Ǻ, respectively. The H…F contacts are shown as superimposed sharp and long 
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1 spikes at de + di ≈ 2.2 Ǻ in the fingerprint plot. The H…F contacts contribution in the structure of C8 is the 
2 most significant comparing to the rest of the structures. The most significant intermolecular contact in the 
3 fingerprint plot of C9 is H…F and H…Br with an overall 27.4 and 7.4% contribution to the surface which 
4 appear at de + di ≈ 2.36 Ǻ and 2.8 Ǻ, respectively. The fingerprint plot of C10 features the presence of short 
5 O…H and Cl…O contacts with overall 10.7% and 7% contribution to the Hirshfeld surface appearing at de + di 
6 ≈ 2.5 Ǻ and 3.0 Ǻ, respectively. The sharp superimposed spikes at 3.0 Ǻ indicate the significant short Cl…O 
7 contact. It is noteworthy to mention that in C1–C6 and C9, the metal-coordinated halogen with nucleophilic 
8 character, as shown in the electrostatic maps (MEP, Fig. S17-S26), is more effective in the intermolecular 
9 contacts, directing the crystal packing, comparing to the carbon-substituted halogen atoms.
10 Conclusions 
11 In conclusion, nine new rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes bearing halogen-substituted NN-donor ligands 
12 were synthesized and structurally characterized by X-ray diffraction, FT-IR, 1H-NMR and elemental analyses. 
13 The detailed analysis of the crystal packing along with their interaction energies of the crystallographically 
14 generated dimers connected by the related intermolecular interactions confirmed that the metal-bound halogen 
15 (Re–X), is more effective than organic halogen (C–X) in directing the crystal packing. This evaluation was 
16 also confirmed using molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surface calculations at metal-bond halogen 
17 which was also confirmed by the Hirshfeld surface analyses. A rare intramolecular M―C≡O(lone-pair)…π 
18 interactions were found in two complexes (C8 and C10) with short intramolecular metal-bound carbonyl and 
19 arene ring which were confirmed by non-covalent interaction index (NCI) and molecular orbital calculations. 
20
21 Acknowledgments
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Graphical Abstract
New rhenium-tricarbonyl complexes bearing halogen-substituted bidentate 
ligands: Structural, computational and Hirshfeld surfaces studies
Reza Kia,* Soheil Mahmudi and Paul R. Raithby
The intermolecular interactions in a series of newly 
synthesized rhenium complexes Re(CO)3(N,N)X (N,N is a 
halogen-substituted bidentate N-N donor ligand, and X is 
Cl or Br) have been studied crystallographically and 
computationally. Metal-bound halogens are more effective 
than carbon-bound halogens in forming significant 
intermolecular interactions. 
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